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ABSTRACT

Background. Translational research is a complex cumulative process that takes time. However, the operating environment for cancer centers engaged in translational research is now financially insecure. Centers are challenged to improve results and reduce time from discovery to practice innovations. Performance assessment can identify improvement areas that will help reduce translational delays. Currently, no standard method exists to identify models for use in performance assessment. This study aimed to critically appraise translational research models for suitability in performance assessment of cancer centers.

Methods. We conducted a systematic review to identify models and developed a set of criteria based on scientometrics, complex adaptive systems, research and development processes, and strategic evaluation. Models were assessed for linkage between research and care components, new knowledge, systems integration, performance assessment, and review of other models.

Results. Twelve models were identified; six described phases/components for translational research in different blocks (T models) and six described the process of translational research (process models). Both models view translational research as an accumulation of new knowledge. However, process models more clearly address systems integration, link research and care components, and were developed for evaluating and improving the performance of translational research. T models are more likely to review other models.

Conclusion. Process models seem to be more suitable for performance assessment of cancer centers than T models. The most suitable process models (the Process Marker Model and Lean and Six Sigma applications) must be thoroughly tested in practice. The Oncologist 2012;17:e48–e57

INTRODUCTION

Translational research is a complex, cumulative, and often unpredictable process focused on moving a single or combination of basic research findings into clinical practice. The recent identification of and attention to this field is not just meant to raise awareness, but also to improve performance in terms of efficiency and effectiveness. A particular challenge to translational research in oncology, as in other clinical fields, are perceptions about unnecessary delays in or complete blockage of translation.

In the fiscal year 2004–2005, global spending on cancer research reached approximately €14 billion ($17.64 billion). The U.S. (dominated by the National Cancer Institute) accounted for most of the spending, with per capita spending almost three times greater than Europe. However, in terms of
Apart from effectiveness issues, translation of research into practice still takes a lot of time. There are claims that translation of only 14% of new health-related scientific discoveries to clinical practice takes an average of 17 years [3]. Ioannidis et al. examined 101 promising claims of new discoveries with clear clinical potential that were reported in major basic science journals between 1979 and 1983; only five resulted in interventions with licensed clinical use by 2003 and only one had extensive clinical use [4].

Imatinib is an example of successful translation from oncology. It shows the time it took for an intervention to reach licensed clinical use based on knowledge that emerged slowly over many decades. The drug focuses on disrupting one specific protein that seems to fuel the cancer while sparing other enzymes. The initial knowledge appeared in the 1960s when scientists first noticed chromosomal abnormalities in the blood of patients with chronic myeloid leukemia. However, it was not until the 1980s that genetic mapping helped determine that chromosomal abnormality produces a cancer-causing kinase enzyme. It took 2 years to create and test 400 molecules to find one that would target this enzyme without disrupting any of the hundreds of other similar enzymes in a healthy cell. Another 8 years of safety testing and development was needed before the drug could be tested with patients, finally giving remarkable results. While clinical trials were being expanded, the U.S. Food and Drug Administration put the drug on fast track for approval in 2001 [5].

Translational research is cumulative. To improve its performance and reduce unnecessary delays, acquiring insight into the process and performance assessment can add value. This means assessing performance in cancer centers against a set of predetermined criteria of the economy, efficiency, and effectiveness of that organization in conducting translational research (adapted from the Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development definition) [6] with the purpose of supporting continuous improvement and transparent accountability at multiple organizational levels. This would help address delays by identifying areas for improvement, including innovation transfer management, organizational administration of research projects, incentive mechanisms to motivate researchers, and communication strategies between researchers and other key stakeholder groups. These areas can promote multidisciplinary collaboration that in turn can speed the rate at which basic research discoveries eventually become clinically viable health technologies.

For performance assessment, it is essential to know what is being translated and how it is being translated. Initially, models need to be systematically identified and critically appraised before they can be tested in practice. To a large extent, the process of translational research seems to be generic, and it is not clear if a specific model should be preferred for oncology. At present, it is unknown how many models exist and which of those are suitable for performance assessment. Most recent references are based on two studies. Trochim et al. reviewed and synthesized four models to illuminate important issues to evaluate translational research [7]. Morris et al. looked at quantification of translational time lags; in that context, they offered a tentative model based on synthesis of a few models [8]. However, the studies do not specify if they conducted a systematic identification of models, nor did they use systematic criteria to appraise the identified models. Moreover, in the study by Morris et al., it is not clear how many models were used to synthesize their model.

The current study aims to identify models of translational research using a systematic literature review and critically appraise them by using common criteria that were specifically developed for this purpose. The rationale is to identify the models that are most suitable for assessing the performance of cancer centers in translational research.

METHODS

A systematic literature review was carried out to identify translational research models using a combination of search terms in four databases: PubMed, Embase, Trip Database, and Scopus (supplemental online data). The first search included scientific terms and common expressions for translational research and terms associated with models and performance assessment, whereas the second search included scientific terms and common expressions for translational research and different phases of translation (Fig. 1). In addition, we tracked the references and citations for a few papers that were identified through the previous search method, which either proposed a model and/or identified other models. We did not limit our search to models specific to oncology nor to the year of their publication.

Criteria Development to Appraise Models

At present, there is no standard methodology to assess the suitability of translational research models for performance assessment purposes. We developed a set of criteria (CR; Table 1). The models were awarded a yes or no answer for each question, in which yes meant that the model seemed suitable for performance assessment. Model appraisal focused on how translational research was presented in terms of its main purpose, component(s) that can be evaluated, strategies to evaluate the identified components, and testing of the chosen strategies in practical settings. To validate our focus, we referred to a range of literature from both medical and nonmedical disciplines, such as organizational management.
With reference to the scientometric analysis conducted by Jones et al., we deduced that translational research emerged to link the research and care components (CR1) [29]. Cancer research is a complex adaptive system in which the components must be regularly assessed to improve their performance (CR2 and CR3) [30]. Fifth-generation research and development suggests that performance assessment strategies should integrate organizational systems to link the process of translation that occurs through cross-boundary learning and knowledge flow (CR4) [31]. Using the theory of the evaluation of strategic options by Johnson and Scholes, we framed criteria for evaluating the strategies of the models for suitability and feasibility (CR5 and CR6) [32]. A seventh criterion based on acceptability (CR7) was meant to check if models have been tested or applied in practice. This last criterion is not been presented in Table 1 because we were able to assess only one model.

**RESULTS**

**Identified Translational Research Models**

A total of 2,397 studies were identified after removing the duplicates (Fig. 2). Title screening showed that the majority of studies were related to specific biomedical discoveries focusing on basic and translational issues. Many studies referred to animal models, not conceptual models. Only 385 papers contained a description of translational research. Abstract screening led to 182 papers that contained bench-to-bedside issues; 89 studies used descriptive statements to define translational research. Only 12 studies that contained and described a model were included in the resulting appraisal. Of these, 6 studies described the main phases/components for translational research within different translational blocks (T models) [2, 9, 12–14, 19]. The remaining 6 papers mapped the steps/processes for translational research (process models) [7, 22–26]. Both type of models start at basic discovery; the following phases extend to clinical trials or even beyond to widespread diffusion or population impact (Fig. 3).

**Overview of T Models**

The terminologies and position of the types of translations are inconsistent in all T models. Overall, the T blocks identify the specific translational areas that are also barriers for translation, but steps to overcome these barriers and improve performance are not clearly addressed.

**Type 1 Translation**

In the six models, descriptions of type 1 translation (T1) have similar starting points but are phrased differently. T1 encompassed “basic research to patient based research” [9], “basic science research to human clinical research” [2], “basic science research (phase 0) to early human trials (phase 1) and early clinical trials (phase 2)” [14], “basic biomedical science to clinical efficacy knowledge” [13], “basic biomedical to clinical science knowledge” [12], and “gene discovery to health applications” [19]. Because of these variations, it is hard to establish where T1 ends.

**Type 2 Translation**

The description of type 2 translation (T2) is also inconsistent over all models. T2 encompassed “patient oriented to population oriented research” [9], “human clinical research to practice based research” [2], “early clinical trials (phase 2) to late clinical trials (phase 3)” [14], “clinical efficacy knowledge to clinical effectiveness knowledge” [13], “clinical science knowledge to improved health” [12], and “health applications to evidence-based guidelines” [19].

**Type 3 Translation**

The location and extent of type 3 translation (T3) also varies in all models. T3 encompassed “population-based research to basic research” [9], “practice-based research to clinical practice” [2], “late clinical trials (phase 3) to implementation phase (phase 4)” [14], and “clinical effectiveness knowledge to improved population health” [13]. In Sung et al.’s model, there was no T3 [12]. In Khoury et al.’s model, T3 was the translation of guidelines to health practice [19].

**Type 4 Translation**

Only Khoury et al.’s model contained type 4 translation (T4), which was the translation of practice to population health impact [19].

**Overview of Process Models**

Three process models used T terminologies. The early translational pathways by Ernest et al. [23] used the T1-T2 model, but the pathways were mapped only for T1. They were developed to aid the transformation of scientific discoveries into new clinical
### Table 1. Critical appraisal of translational research models

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>T models</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rubio et al. (T1-T3) [9]</td>
<td>Yes: Bidirectional arrows between T1, T2, and T3</td>
<td>No: Defines translational research as a basis for developing appropriate training programs</td>
<td>Yes: Recognizes the integration of basic, patient-oriented, and population-based research to move multidisciplinary knowledge from discovery to the implementation phase</td>
<td>No: Focused on training programs in translational research, although it suggests collaboration among scientists from multiple disciplines</td>
<td>No: Does not explain how the translational research continuum can be assessed, only provides a logic model for performance assessment training and education programs for translational research</td>
<td>Yes: NIH roadmap [10]; IOM roundtable [11]; Dougherty and Conway [13]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sung et al. (T1-T2) [12]</td>
<td>No: Unidirectional arrows between T1 and T2</td>
<td>No: Describes the major phases of translational research</td>
<td>Yes: T2 is called new knowledge into clinical practice and health decision making</td>
<td>Yes: Translation is seen from a systems perspective that addresses incompatible databases, fragmented infrastructure, and practice limitations for knowledge to flow better</td>
<td>No: Does not give any strategies for performance assessment but does not recognize the need for strong information systems as they affect research and clinical decisions</td>
<td>Yes: IOM roundtable [11]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thornicroft et al. (T1- T3) [14]</td>
<td>No: Unidirectional arrows between 5 phases and 3 blocks</td>
<td>No: Describes the major phases of translational research</td>
<td>Yes: Need to look at the factors that promote or delay knowledge flow across the three communication blocks that they identified (T1-T3)</td>
<td>No: Primarily focused on points where communication blocks can occur, but does not focus on how to overcome these with better systems</td>
<td>No: Examines factors that promote or delay knowledge flow but does not give any strategies to assess them</td>
<td>Yes: MRC framework [15]; Craig et al. [16]; Sung et al. [12]; Crowley et al. [17]; NIH roadmap [10]; Presidents’ Cancer Panel [18]; Westfall et al. [2]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dougherty and Conway (T1- T3) [13]</td>
<td>Yes: Bidirectional arrows between T1, T2, and T3</td>
<td>No: Describes the major phases of translational research</td>
<td>Yes: Clinical efficacy knowledge between T1 and T2 and clinical effectiveness knowledge between T2 and T3</td>
<td>Yes: Uses cohesive health information technology and transdisciplinary research teams; important to carry activities in each translational step that enable translational movement to the next step</td>
<td>No: Identifies key facilitators of translation: shared leadership, transdisciplinary teams, tools that help improve quality and value, and better financial resources; does not give any strategies for performance assessment</td>
<td>Yes: NIH roadmap [10]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Khoury et al. (T1-T4) [19]</td>
<td>Yes: Connects the four phases T1-T4, although no bidirectional arrows are shown</td>
<td>No: Describes the major phases of translational research</td>
<td>Yes: It looks at the types of knowledge that are important for each phase</td>
<td>No: Refers to multiple disciplines being involved but not systems integration directly</td>
<td>No: Presents a framework with questions related to performance assessment of genomics; unclear if these strategies can be used to assess the performance along the entire continuum of translational research</td>
<td>Yes: NIH roadmap [10]; Human Genome Epidemiology Network [20]; ACCME Framework [21]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Westfall et al. (T1-T3) [2]</td>
<td>Yes: Bidirectional arrows between T1, T2, and T3</td>
<td>No: Describes the major phases of translational research</td>
<td>Yes: It refers to practice based research as a laboratory to generate new knowledge</td>
<td>Yes: Rethinks the interface between basic science and clinical practice; practice-based research is the common pathway on which different stakeholders and interests can be engaged to improve patient care and outcomes</td>
<td>No: Advocates for practice-based research as a crucial scientific step in the continuum, but does not give any strategies to assess translational research performance</td>
<td>Yes: NIH roadmap [10]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Process models

| Trochim et al. (Process Marker Model) [7] | Yes: Views translational research as bidirectional; shows that translational research can be evaluated at any level by assessing length of any segment or subsegment of processes along the continuum | Yes: Assesses translational efforts that seek to reduce the time it takes to move research into practice and health impacts | Yes: Provides a common framework that can link many studies and types of knowledge together to give a shared basis for assessing and reducing translational time | Yes: Shows that processes can be tracked across three systems: basic research, clinical trials, and practice research | Yes: Identifies process and subprocess markers that can track performance at different points in translational research continuum | Yes: Sung et al. [12]; Westfall et al. [2]; Dougherty and Conway [13]; Khoury et al. [19] |
| Drolet and Loozenzi (Biomedical Research Continuum) [22] | Yes: Describes the zone of translation with three translational chasms, findings at any stage in the continuum feed back to previous research stages for more examination and action | No: Reviews, synthesizes, and clarifies current models and terminology and proposes a new model called the biomedical translational continuum; does not propose strategies for performance assessment | Yes: Translational research occurs along the continuum and knowledge progresses to public health gains | No: Attempts to map the zone of translation, particularly translational chasms where activities remain vague; does not address systems integration | No: Presents translational research framework in a way that makes sense to physicians but does not look at performance assessment | Yes: NIH roadmap [10]; IOM roundtable [11]; Sung et al. [12]; Westfall et al. [2]; Dougherty and Conway [13] |
| Ernest et al. (early-stage developmental pathways) [23] | Yes: Views translational research as a process to bridge and vice versa, but the pathways themselves are confined to the early translational research phase | No: Pathways are engineering workflows that streamline the process of early translational research, however, the direct purpose was not to evaluate the performance of translational research | No: Development and application of pathway-based tools to enhance the productivity of early translational research; can be adapted based on the level of knowledge | No: Addresses systems integration only for the early translational phase; recognizes that pathways are idealized representations that do not capture real-world complexity | No: Pathways identify opportunities for collaboration across research disciplines, but were not directly developed for performance assessment | No: Recognizes T1-T2 by the Presidents’ Cancer Panel [18] but did not review any models |

(continued)
translational research as a continuum with bidirectional flow between research and practice. (biospecimen-based risk assessment devices and image-based modalities for oncology—specifically risk assessment modalities (biospecimen-based risk assessment devices and image-based risk assessment) and interventional modalities (agents, immune response modifiers, interventional devices, lifestyle alterations).

The biomedical research continuum by Drolet and Lorenzi [22] consisted of a zone of translation with three translational chasms (T1-T3): T1 was laboratory to clinical research between basic science discovery to proposed human application; T2 was safety and efficacy research between proposed human application and proven clinical application; T3 was implemen-
tation and adoption research between proven clinical applications and clinical practice. A pathway, inquiry, and action for each chasm were given.

The Lean and Six Sigma applications to clinical and translational research by Schweikhart and Dembe [24] used the T1-T4 phases by Khoury et al. [19] to improve the efficiency of translational research. Each phase consisted of business management strategies for process assessment. The Process Marker Model by Trochim et al. identified key steps of translational research, which were not represented by Ts but described as three integrated systems: basic research system, clinical trials system, and practice-based system. The model aims to evaluate the process of translational research in order to reduce the time lag [7].

The Need to Knowledge model by Lane and Flagg [25] identified unmet needs that lead to the generation of knowledge through the outputs of three activities: research discovery, prototype intervention, and product innovation. It recognized that knowledge implementation and beneficial societal impacts involve effective communication of each successive knowledge state to the relevant stakeholders. Finally, Ogilvie et al.’s model is a framework to advance translational research that identifies a pivotal role for evidence synthesis that translates knowledge of nonlinear and intersectoral interfaces to the public realm [26].

**Oncology-Specific Models**

It was difficult to confirm which of the appraised models are currently being used to inform translational research in cancer centers in Europe and/or the U.S. However, only one model was specifically developed for oncology: the early-stage translational pathways by Ernest et al. [23]. They used the T1-T2 model proposed by the President’s Cancer Panel [18]. This was one of the first models in translational research to emerge and...
is also known as bench-to-bedside-to-practice. The pathways were developed in T1 phase to facilitate the process of basic discoveries in cancer to be developed into clinical modalities, but they have not been adopted in practice.

**Evidence From Appraisal of T Models and Process Models**

The process models were more favorable when appraised against our criteria than T models (Table 1), suggesting that they may be better suited for performance assessment in cancer centers. There is only one similarity between the two types of models: they view translational research as accumulation of new knowledge. The differences are that process models more clearly address systems integration, link research and care components, and were developed for evaluating and improving the performance of translational research. In contrast, T models tend to review other models; their purpose is to present the phases of translational research but not to assess and improve its performance.

Three process models (Lean and Six Sigma applications, the Process Maker Model, and the Need to Knowledge Model) seem to have been developed to evaluate translational research. In particular, the first two models scored highest in the appraisal (Figs. 4 and 5). They track the time between various steps of the different translational phases in order to improve translational process efficiency. Lean and Six Sigma is the only model that clearly gave evidence that it had been tested in practice in a process improvement project focused on redesign of the scheduling system at the clinical trials unit of Ohio State University [24].

**Possible Implementation of Lean and Six Sigma Techniques in Performance Assessment of Translational Research**

A research process improvement project involving redesign of the scheduling system in the clinical trials unit of the Ohio State University (Fig. 5) used a five-stage intervention. The aim was to improve the efficiency of the patient scheduling process by replacing paper-based calendar system with a more coherent data-driven computerized scheduling system. It is a practical example of the applicability of Lean and Six Sigma techniques in assessing and improving the performance of translational research.

In stage 1, an environmental scan was undertaken by a research team to determine stakeholder needs, as well as to sufficiently identify and understand various steps that are involved in the patient accrual and scheduling process, including protocol requirements, the total number of trials being conducted, software requirements, inpatient bed capacity, number of available nurses and other staff per shift, examination and treatment room availability, number of expected visits and specific visit number in the sequence of protocol. The improve-
ment strategy was to develop acuity measures to gauge resource intensity in each step.

Next, in stage 2, the team identified and mapped each process step and relationship between those steps using value stream maps or process flow maps. As an improvement strategy, they developed different scheduling algorithms based on acuity measures and other factors. In stage 3, the team identified obstacles for and inefficiencies between patient scheduling and planning of the available resources. The improvement strategy led to the development of standardized scheduling instructions for physicians and patients to improve resource utilization.

In stage 4, the team performed repeated field testing of various scheduling algorithms. As an improvement strategy, an acuity table with estimates for each activity was calculated. For example, the activity of “simple specimen collection” was given an acuity score of 5. A scheduling algorithm matched the scores with key internal and external factors (e.g., availability of a specific number of research staff per shift, room availability, protocol-related requirements) to optimize patient and staff scheduling on a given day.

Finally, in stage 5, an assessment of organizational structure and culture was done in the research unit to evaluate readiness for change. The improvement strategy led to cross-disciplinary training of research staff to make them understand and use the new patient scheduling system. The concerns and suggestions by staff regarding the practical use of the system were addressed during the training. The above stages led to the adoption of the system in daily practice [24].

Based on these stages, qualitative and quantitative indicators can be derived.

**DISCUSSION**

This study aimed to identify models of translational research and appraise their suitability for performance assessment of cancer centers. We managed to identify 12 models of translational research: six T models and six process models.

T models contribute to our understanding of translational research by mapping its key components. However, these components vary from model to model, confirming the statement of Australia’s chief scientist, Professor Ian Chubb: “If you were to ask ten people what translational research means, you’re likely to get ten different answers” [33]. It is not clear whether the variations in T models reflect actual variations in practice or are related to specific objectives or circumstances of various stakeholders. These variations may also reflect models being developed for specific research and/or clinical domains. In contrast, process models identify methods to facilitate, track, and assess knowledge flows and interfaces along the continuum, including multiple starting points for innovation, pathway mapping, process markers, using strategies and tools from business management, and inclusive evidence synthesis.
Based on our appraisal, two process models seem to be most suitable for performance assessment of cancer centers: the Process Marker Model and Lean and Six Sigma applications. Process markers can help cancer centers assess the performance of translational research by tracking the time taken between markers, such as preplanning of studies, submission of research proposals, funding of studies, the start and end of data collection for studies, and inclusion of the study in research synthesis (e.g., publications or mainstreaming of research activities) that leads to subsequent stages of translational research. Process markers can include both process steps as well as reflect the transfer process per step (known as subprocess markers). Process markers can be defined for phases in clinical trials, proposal submission, Institutional Review Board approval, funding of proposal, accrual of first subject, closed to accrual, and presentation and publishing of results etc [7]. Process markers might help to identify and possibly reduce the time between different phases of clinical trials in cancer.

Lean and Six Sigma applications are complementary to the Process Marker Model and might help cancer centers define markers more clearly. For example, in basic research, process makers could include the following: streamlining of research activities that leads to subsequent study in research synthesis (e.g., publications or mainstreaming of research activities) that leads to subsequent stages of translational research. Process markers can include both process steps as well as reflect the transfer process per step (known as subprocess markers). Process markers can be defined for phases in clinical trials, proposal submission, Institutional Review Board approval, funding of proposal, accrual of first subject, closed to accrual, and presentation and publishing of results etc [7]. Process markers might help to identify and possibly reduce the time between different phases of clinical trials in cancer.

The five-stage intervention for the possible implementation of Lean and Six Sigma techniques can be adapted to different phases of the translational research continuum. It can aid performance improvement from basic science along the continuum to population impact. However, defining activities or markers for the earlier phases is relatively easier than for later phases, such as population impact. These later phases tend to be beyond the primary scope of some comprehensive cancer centers. Hence, inclusive evidence synthesis is needed to understand the later phases from a broader public health perspective [26] before performance assessment models can be implemented.

Translational research is not a simple linear process. Some may argue that its complex and unpredictable nature prohibits the use of models for performance assessment. The fear regarding such assessments among some stakeholder groups is that it might jeopardize serendipity that is characteristic for many research processes, fail to capture research excellence that might exist partially or completely outside the scope of assessment criteria, and enable bureaucrats to take control of fields they do not really comprehend. A cautious and stepwise approach is therefore advisable if cancer centers intend to use these models for performance assessment. As a first step, acquiring structured insight into the various aspects of the translational process and comparing these results between cancer centers might help centers identify improvement opportunities. For that purpose, more precise operating definitions are needed at three levels: performance dimensions, performance indicators, and sufficiently detailed metrics [34]. It is hard to say whether the cancer field has specific needs, but all stakeholders, including clinicians, should be open to the idea that models from other medical and/or nonmedical fields can also be used to assess cancer centers. These models should be thoroughly tested in practice to know their potential for actual performance assessment.

The strengths of this study are that, to our knowledge, this is the first time that a systematic review has been undertaken to identify models of translational research that were appraised using a set of criteria. These criteria were based on a range of issues for translational research identified from relevant literature. Undoubtedly, the criteria that we used can be critiqued. However, it is necessary for cancer centers to carefully select models for performance assessment and our framework provides a basis for that. The criteria can be refined with views from key stakeholder groups (e.g., basic researchers, clinical researchers, clinicians, funding agencies, senior executives, and patients).

There are two possible limitations to our study. First, we could not check if all the models had been tested and implemented in practice. One could argue that the elements of these models are supported by “findings” or evidence from academic or experiential literature. The second limitation is that, because of a lack of consensus on terminologies in translational research, it was hard to identify models. Therefore, there could be models that we did not consider in this appraisal. To increase the possibility of identifying models in future, the title, abstract, and keywords of studies should clearly use a common term and/or commonly associated terms of translational research. Substitutions such as “bench-to-bedside,” “implementation science,” and “biomedical research” should be restricted to the main.
content of the papers, with clear explanation of these terms that can help the reader understand the model. Addition of a specific MeSH term for models in databases (e.g., conceptual models of translational research) may be useful to ensure that models are easily listed and identified.

CONCLUSION
Performance assessment can help improve the process of translational research by identifying areas for improvement in its management, knowledge exchange, and engagement of multidisciplinary teams to deliver efficient and effective translational research, which would help reduce unnecessary time lag. Two models of translational research appear to be more suitable for performance assessment: the Process Marker model and the Lean and Six Sigma applications to clinical and translational science. It will be necessary to thoroughly test them in practice. Finally, cancer centers need to come to a consensus on terminologies in translational research, which will help to identify and select models for performance assessment that can improve the performance of translational research for the benefit of patients.
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